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Abstract Diffuse infiltrative low grade gliomas (LGG) ac-
count for approximately 15 % of all gliomas. The prognosis
of LGG differs between high-risk and low-risk patients not-
withstanding varying definitions of what constitutes a high-
risk patient. Maximal safe resection optimally is the initial
treatment. Surgery that achieves a large volume resection im-
proves both progression-free and overall survival. Based on
results of three randomized clinical trials (RCT), radiotherapy
(RT) may be deferred in patients with low-risk LGG (defined
as age <40 years and having undergone a complete resection),
although combined chemoradiotherapy has never been pro-

spectively evaluated in the low-risk population. The recent
RTOG 9802 RCT established a new standard of care in
high-risk patients (defined as age >40 years or incomplete
resection) by demonstrating a nearly twofold improvement
in overall survival with the addition of PCV (procarbazine,
CCNU, vincristine) chemotherapy following RT as compared
to RT alone. Chemotherapy alone as a treatment of LGG may
result in less toxicity than RT; however, this has only been
prospectively studied once (EORTC 22033) in high-risk pa-
tients. A challenge remains to define when an aggressive treat-
ment improves survival without impacting quality of life
(QoL) or neurocognitive function and when an effective treat-
ment can be delayed in order to preserve QoL without
impacting survival. Current WHO histopathological classifi-
cation is poorly predictive of outcome in patients with LGG.
The integration of molecular biomarkers with histology will
lead to an improved classification that more accurately reflects
underlying tumor biology, prognosis, and hopefully best
therapy.

Keywords Low grade glioma .Molecular classification and
biomarkers . Randomized clinical trials . Neurocognitive
function

Introduction

Diffuse infiltrative low grade gliomas (LGG) account for ap-
proximately 5 % of all primary brain tumors and approximate-
ly 15 % of all gliomas [1•, 2]. Most LGG occur in patients 30
to 40 years of age [1•, 3]. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), diffuse infiltrative LGG (WHO grade
II gliomas) include astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas, and
mixed oligoastrocytomas; all share a propensity to malignant
transformation [3]. The majority of patients with LGG present
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with seizures that are often chronic and medication refractory.
Following presentation with seizures or a focal neurological
deficit, brain MRI demonstrates an intraparenchymal mass
lesion that is non-contrast enhancing (only 15–20 % of LGG
manifest contrast uptake) and most conspicuous with T2Wor
FLAIR MRI sequences. Surgery that achieves a large volume
resection (>70 % tumor resection) improves progression-free
(PFS) and overall survival (OS) [4–6]. The recent Radiation
Therapy Treatment Group (RTOG) 9802 randomized clinical
trial (RCT) established a new standard of care in high-risk
patients by demonstrating an improvement in OS by the ad-
dition of PCV chemotherapy (procarbazine, lomustine
{CCNU}, and vincristine) following RT as compared to RT
alone. Based on results of three randomized clinical trials
(RCT), radiotherapy (RT) may be deferred in patients with
low-risk LGG (defined as age <40 years and having under-
gone a complete resection), although these trials preceded the
definition of low- and high-risk LGG (Table 1). Another trans-
formative finding has been the molecular characterization of
both LGG and anaplastic gliomas (WHO grade III gliomas).
The emergence of molecular biomarkers in LGG that are both
prognostic and predictive will need to be integrated with
morphology-based pathology and likely will fundamentally
change both classification and management of LGG. Increas-
ingly recognized as an important and clinically relevant out-
come measure in patients with all grades of gliomas is the
impact of treatment on quality of life (QoL) and
neurocognitive function (NCF). These measures have been
relatively unstudied in LGG and are particularly relevant giv-
en the long survival of patients with LGG.

Surgery

When possible, maximal safe resection is the first therapy to
consider in treating patients with LGG [7••]. The objective of
surgery is to confirm pathology of the lesion defied by the
MRI and categorize as to histological and molecular classifi-
cation. Resection may as well improve neurological function
and decrease seizures, the most common symptom of LGG
[7••, 8, 9].

There has been noRCT that assessed the extent of resection
(EOR) in LGG impact on survival; however, numerous retro-
spective studies suggest improved survival in patients having
undergone large volume resections [6]. Importantly, EOR as
reported by the operating neurosurgeon without confirmation
by imaging has not been found as prognostic [10]. Further-
more, large volume resection has been reported to improve
time to malignant transformation as well as PFS and OS [1•,
6, 11]. A study conducted in Norway compared two differing
treatment approaches in patients with LGG at two institutions:
biopsy and observation in one institution and early maximal
resection in the second institution [12]. Median OS was
5.6 years in the first institution versus 9.7 years in the second
institution favoring early surgery in the management of LGG.
A review of 17 retrospective studies analyzed the impact of
the EOR on PFS and OS in LGG. A benefit in OS was ob-
served in ten non-volumetric studies and in all four studies
with volumetric determinations, whereas no benefit was ob-
served in three non-volumetric studies [6]. In a cohort of 1509
patients with LGG, the EOR and post-surgical residual tumor
volume were independent prognostic factors for PFS and OS
[9]. In another cohort study of 216 patients, resection of
>90 % of the tumor led to an improved 8-year OS rate com-
pared to a tumor resection <60 % (91 vs. 60 %) [11].

Radiotherapy

Low dose of RT (45 Gy) was compared to high-dose of RT
(59.4 Gy) in LGG after biopsy or surgery in the randomized
phase III trial EORTC 22844 (Table 1). No difference in OS
was observed; however, the quality of life (QOL) was more
negatively impacted in the high-dose RT group [13]. These
results were confirmed in another randomized phase III trial
by the North Central Cancer Treatment Group (NCCTG) /
RTOG/Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) study
comparing low-dose RT (50.4 Gy) versus high dose (64.8 Gy)
in adult LGG [14]. Additionally, a significant deterioration of
mini-mental status score (MMSE) was observed in patients
without tumor progression in the high-dose arm [15]. Thus,
low-dose RT has been shown to confer similar PFS and OS

Table 1 Phase III trials in low grade glioma

Study Treatment-arms (number of patients) 5-year PFS, % (p value) 5-year OS, % (p value)

EORTC 22845 [16] S (157) vs. S +RT 54 Gy (154) 37 vs. 44 (p = 0.02) 66 vs. 63 (NS)

EORTC 22844 [13] S +RT 45 Gy (171) vs. S +RT 59.4 Gy (172) 47 vs. 50 (NS) 58 vs. 59 (NS)

NCCTG/RTOG/ECOG [14] S +RT 50.4 Gy (169) vs. S +RT 64.8 Gy (168) 55 vs. 52 (NS) 72 vs. 64 (NS)

RTOG 9802 (high-risk group) [45••] S +RT 54 Gy (125) vs. S +RT 54 Gy+ PCV (126) 44 vs. 61 (p = 0.005) 63 vs. 72 (p= 0.04)

EORTC 22033 (high-risk group) [35] S +TMZ (239) vs. S +RT 54 Gy (238) 35 vs. 44 (p = 0.02) NR (NR)

S surgery, RT radiotherapy, Gy gray, PCV procarbazine, lomustine (CCNU), and vincristine, TMZ temozolomide, PFS progression-free survival, OS
overall survival, NR not reported
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outcomes as high-dose RT but with less toxicity. The EORTC
22845 randomized phase III trial compared early RT (54 Gy)
versus delayed RT, i.e., administered at time of tumor progres-
sion. Median PFS was significantly better in the group with
early RT (5.3 vs. 3.4 years) whereas OS was similar between
both groups (7.4 vs. 7.2 years). Differences in neurocognition
however were not studied [16]. Patients enrolled in the RCT
RTOG 9802 were divided into two groups according to risk of
disease recurrence. A total of 111 patients were included in the
favorable group defined as <40 years of age and having un-
dergone an image-verified complete resection and were ob-
served with no further adjuvant therapy. In this group, PFS at
5 years was 48 % and a better PFS was correlated with a
preoperative tumor diameter <4 cm, an oligodendroglioma
subtype, and residual tumor <1 cm on MRI [17].

Chemotherapy

Administering chemotherapy as a first therapy in lieu of RT is
attractive considering the delayed neurocognitive adverse
consequences of RT particularly germane in patients with
LGG in which OS is measured in years and the volume of
brain irradiated is comparatively large [18–20]. Additionally,
the efficacy of up-front chemotherapy in LGG has been dem-
onstrated in several retrospective and small phase II studies
[21–31].

The randomized phase III EORTC 22033–26033 trial in-
vestigated whether dose-dense temozolomide (TMZ) pro-
longs PFS as compared to RT (50.4 Gy) as primary treatment
in high-risk non-1p19q codeleted LGG initially treated with
surgery only (Table 1). High-risk was defined in this study as
patients >40 years of age, symptomatic, or having evidence of
radiographic progression following initial surgery. After a me-
dian follow-up of 45.5 months, PFS was similar in both
groups (47 months in the RT arm and 40 months in the
TMZ arm) albeit the protocol was designed to determine su-
periority of TMZ relative to RT. The median OS was not
reached in the RT arm (74 months in the TMZ arm) implying
the results are immature and therefore conclusions regarding
effectiveness of a TMZ only initial therapy in high-risk LGG
is premature. 1p deletion was a positive prognostic factor in
both treatment groups [32]. In a subgroup analysis, PFS was
longer in patients with IDHmutation and non-codeleted when
treated with RT compared to TMZ [33].

PCV chemotherapy has been used in historically earlier
trials in LGG however was replacedwith TMZ inmost centers
and in later trials because of an improved toxicity profile and a
perception these alkylating regimenswere otherwise similar in
efficacy [1•, 19, 34–36]. Notably, similar responses and sur-
vival have been documented with both chemotherapies. In
patients with LGG treated with PCV, objective responses were
observed in 27–80 %. Median PFS is reported as 21–

46 months, 1-year PFS as 90% and median time to maximum
tumor size reduction range from 9–40.8 months in patients
treated with PCV chemotherapy [21–27]. By comparison, in
patients with LGG treated with TMZ, objective responses are
observed in 31–61 %, median PFS range from 10.4–
28 months, 1-year PFS was 39–70.5 % and median time to
maximum tumor size reduction was 12 months [28–30,
37–39].

Whether TMZ and PCV are equi-efficacious is uncertain
lacking a head-to-head comparator trial.

The amended design of the randomized phase III CODEL
trial will compare three arms of treatment in 1p19q codeleted
gliomas and will include both WHO grade II and III gliomas.
The study compares RT followed by PCV to RTwith concur-
rent and adjuvant TMZ. A small explorative third arm is treat-
ment with TMZ only (a hypothesis generating substudy). The
co-primary endpoints are PFS and neurocognition [35,
40–43]. The results of CODEL will clarify whether TMZ is
equivalent to PCV.

Combined Radiotherapy and Chemotherapy

The single arm phase II RTOG 0424 trial evaluated concom-
itant RT (54 Gy) and TMZ followed by 12 cycles of TMZ in
high-risk LGG. High-risk was defined by the presence of three
or more risk factors including age ≥40 years, astrocytoma
histology, midline involvement by tumor, preoperative tumor
diameter of ≥6 cm, or a preoperative neurological deficit. The
study met the primary endpoint as after a median follow-up of
4.1 years, the 3-year OS rate was 73.1 %, significantly higher
as compared to 54 % in the historical control cohort. The 3-
year PFS was 59.2 % [44].

A new standard of care was established in adults with high-
risk LGG by the RTOG 9802 trial that compared RT to RT
followed by PCV (Table 1). The primary endpoint of the trial
was OS. Patients defined as high-risk were >40 years of age or
had less than complete resection regardless of age. Patients
were randomly assigned to RT alone (54 Gy) or RT followed
by 6 cycles of PCV. A total of 251 patients were enrolled. The
long-term results were presented after a median follow-up of
11.9 years [45••]. A significant improvement in both PFS and
OS was observed in the RT+PCV arm as compared to RT
alone (Table 1). Multivariate analysis identified several favor-
able prognostic factors including treatment with PCV,
oligodendroglioma histology, and female gender [45••]. The
incidence of grade 3 hematologic toxicity was significantly
higher in the RT+PCV arm as expected. The study reported
a high level of compliance with treatment allocation for both
treatment arms [46], which was higher than in the randomized
trials of RT versus RT+PCV in anaplastic gliomas [47, 48].
At progression (73 and 39 %, respectively, in the RT only and
RT + PCV arm) patients received salvage treatment that
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included surgical resection (26 % in the RT only arm, 14 % in
the RT+PCVarm), salvage chemotherapy (56 vs. 23 %), and
salvage RT (19 vs. 6 %). The study concluded that initial
treatment with RT+PCV in patients with high-risk LGG is
superior to initial RT alone followed by chemotherapy at
progression [19].

Management of Recurrent Disease

No standard therapy has been established for the treatment
of recurrent LGG. Therapeutic options include surgery, RT,
and chemotherapy. The implementation of these therapies
is primarily determined by prior therapy wherein low-risk
LGG having been observed initially are treated with re-
resection if possible followed by RT. By contrast in patients
with high-risk LGG initially treated with RT+PCV, salvage
chemotherapy with TMZ would most often be employed.
Treatment after failure of alkylator-based chemotherapy
(PCV or TMZ) is challenging and a wide divergence of
opinion exists as to next best therapy as reflected in the
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) and Eu-
ropean Association of Neuro-Oncology (EANO) guidelines
[7••, 49].

Limitations of Current Therapy

Definition of High-Risk LGG

The definition of a high-risk LGG has variously been defined
and not consistent across trials. For example, the definition of
high-risk LGG used in RTOG 9802 results in the majority of
LGG considered as high-risk and consequently treated with
RT+PCV [50]. By contrast, an analysis of two RCT conduct-
ed by the EORTC concluded three of five risk factors, includ-
ing an age > 40 years, astrocytoma histology, a tumor
diameter>6 cm, tumor crossing the midline, and the presence
of a neurologic deficit before surgery, were necessary to define
high-risk glioma and warrant up-front treatment with RT [51].
Furthermore, in the EORTC analysis the EOR was not found
as prognostic. The recent EORTC trial, 22033, defined high-
risk as patients with either recurrent or symptomatic disease.

The impact of the initial MMSE score, EOR, and 1p19q
deletion status in addition to the prognostic factors reported by
Pignatti were analyzed in 203 patients from the RCT
NCCTG86-72-51 [52]. The median OS according to the prog-
nostic factors defined by Pignatti was 10.8 years in low-risk
patients and 3.9 years in the high-risk patients. Multivariate
analysis showed that tumor size andMMSEwere significantly
correlated to OS and that tumor size, astrocytoma histology,
and MMSE were significantly correlated with PFS. A tumor
size >5 cm, astrocytoma histology, and a MMSE score<27

led to a worse prognosis. The 1p19q status, available in only
66 patients, was associated with a better OS as well.

Prognostic models for PFS and OS were analyzed in 339
EORTC patients with LGG enrolled in the 22844 and 22845
trials and validated in 450 patients in two other studies (RTOG
9802 and NCCTG 86-72-51) [10]. PFS and OS were both
negatively impacted by the presence of neurological deficits
at baseline, a short interval (<30 weeks) between symptom
onset and diagnosis, astrocytic histology, and tumors with a
diameter >5 cm. Contrary to the initial report, age was not
identified as a prognosis factor. Additionally, EOR did not
influence either PFS or OS. Consequently the definition of
high-risk in LGG appears study dependent, non-uniform
across studies, and somewhat arbitrary.

Both rapid tumor growth rate (>8 mm/year) as defined by
longitudinal imaging, increased cerebral blood volume, and a
high-grade glioma-like MRI spectroscopic pattern have all
been suggested as poor prognostic factors but have not been
validated in prospective clinical trials [53, 54]. A major limi-
tation in all of the abovementioned studies regarding prognos-
tic factors is the absence of molecular data in determining
these respective models.

Molecular Biomarkers

A high interobserver variability in classifying LGG is seen
with the current WHO histological classification system [47,
48, 55–59, 60•]. In one study, a 40 % rate of disagreement
with the original diagnosis was found after expert neuropa-
thology review in which 9 % of all cases reviewed impacted
therapy [61]. The WHO classification correlates only incon-
sistently with genetic markers and furthermore predicts prog-
nosis poorly [56, 58, 60•]. Limited surgical sampling and
omitting foci of higher grade histology may be another limi-
tation of histological analysis [56–58, 61].

Molecular diagnosis permits an improvement in diagnosis
and prognostication in LGG independent of morphologic
criteria [60•, 62, 63]. The incorporation of molecular bio-
markers in the next iteration of the WHO classification has
been recently proposed (integrated ISN-Haarlem consensus)
[64]. An integrated diagnosis combining molecular bio-
markers with histological classification is currently recom-
mended and increasingly used for therapeutic decisions [36,
60•, 65•] notwithstanding differing molecular classification
systems (Table 2).

The most commonly utilized biomarkers in LGG include
the expression of IDH1/2 (isocitrate dehydrogenase 1/2), the
presence of G-CIMP (glioma-CpG island methylation pheno-
type), 1p/19q codeletion status, ATRX (alpha thalassemia
mental retardation X-linked) expression, MGMT
(methylguanine methyltransferase) promoter methylation,
and TERT (telomerase reverse transcriptase) promoter muta-
tion [59, 60•, 65•, 66•, 67•, 68•, 69–71] (Table 2). Other
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biomarkers, such as expression of CIC (capucia) and far
upstream-binding protein 1 (FUBP1), N-myc downstream-
regulated gene (NDRG)1, p53, alternative lengthening of telo-
meres (ALT) are of interest however require further validation
[59, 71].

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) ResearchNetwork per-
formed a genome-wide analyses of 293 grade II and III glio-
mas and compared the results from a multiplex molecular
platform with both the WHO histologic classification and
classification based on frequently used biomarkers in clinical
practice: IDH1 and 1p/19q codeletion [60•] (Table 2). This
molecular classification robustly stratified patient outcomes
after adjustment for age and EOR.

The Mayo Clinic/University of California San Francisco
(UCSF) model defined five glioma molecular groups using
three biomarkers: mutation in the TERT promoter, IDH mu-
tation, and 1p/19q codeletion [65•] (Table 2). A total of 1087
gliomas (615 WHO grade II or III gliomas) and 11,590 con-
trols were assessed. The study concluded that the discrimina-
tion of five molecular groups according to the TERT promoter
mutation, IDH mutation, and 1p/19q codeletion is highly cor-
related with age at diagnosis, clinical outcome, acquired ge-
netic alterations, and germ line variants.

In a Japanese study, 332 WHO grade II and III gliomas
were classified according to IDH mutation and 1p/19q
codeletion status [66•] (Table 2). Type III gliomas had the
poorest prognosis, with an OS similar to that of glioblastoma.
Type III gliomas expressed other glioblastoma-like mutations
such as amplification of EGFR, PDGFRA, CDK4, MDM2,
and MDM4, deletion or mutation of PTEN, NF1, RB1,
CDKN2A, and CDKN2B, del(10q), and amplification or mu-
tation of class II phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) genes.

A German study of 405 adult glioma patients classified as
152 (37.5 %) astrocytomas, 61 (15 %) oligodendrogliomas,
63 (15.5 %) oligoastrocytomas, and 129 (32 %) glioblastomas
according to the WHO 2007 classification was reanalyzed
using ATRX expression, IDH1 mutation, and 1p/19q
codeletion status [67•]. Gliomas were reclassified as astrocy-
tomas in 155 cases (38 %), oligodendrogliomas in 100 cases
(25 %) and glioblastomas in 150 cases (37 %). In 100 ana-
plastic gliomas from the NOA-4 trial with long-term follow-
up data available, the diagnosis according to the integrated
ISN-Haarlem consensus had significantly better prognostic
power for both PFS and OS compared to the WHO 2007
classification. This model based on a stepwise analysis with
initial immunohistochemistry for ATRX and IDH1 (R132H)
followed by 1p/19q analysis and subsequent IDH sequencing,
limits the number of molecular analysis and demonstrated a
better association with patient outcome as compared to the
WHO 2007 classification (Table 2).

In another German study of 137 patients including 61
WHO grade II and 76 WHO grade III gliomas, microarray-
based genome- and transcriptome-wide analyses defined

molecular subgroups related to histology, molecular
markers (including IDH mutation, 1p/19q codeletion, and
TERT promoter mutation), and patient outcome [68•]. The
genomic profile identified five distinct glioma groups,
three with an IDH mutation and two with IDH wild type.
Expression profiling revealed eight transcriptionally differ-
ent groups, five with IDH mutation, and three IDH wild
type. Genomic profiling and expression profiling were on-
ly partially correlated. Correlation of DNA-based molecu-
lar stratification with clinical outcome defined three prog-
nostic groups: the best prognosis was observed in IDH1/1
mutant and 1p/19q codeleted tumors and the worse out-
come in patients with IDH non-mutated (wild type) tumors
and glioblastoma-like genomic alteration such as gain of
chromosome 7 arm, loss of chromosome arm 10q, TERT
promoter mutation, and oncogene amplification. Patients
with IDH1/2 mutation but no 1p19q codeletion had an
intermediate prognosis.

The optimal combination of molecular biomarkers has not
yet been validated or defined notwithstanding the multiplicity
of proposed models illustrated in Table 2.

The similarities in outcome with comparable treatment
between WHO grade II and grade III gliomas of the same
lineage observed in the three trials of RT+PCV support
the use of a common strategy for lower grade gliomas
based on the presence of the 1p19q codeletion [19].
Nonetheless, an optimal therapy remains to be defined
pending completion of CODEL, CATNON (a 4-arm
RCT comparing RT alone to RT with three differing
TMZ regimens in non-codeleted anaplastic gliomas), and
a biomarker study of RTOG 9802. The molecular signa-
ture of LGG affects outcome regardless of treatment and
the better outcome following large volume surgical resec-
tion reported may rather be a consequence of baseline
molecular profile as opposed to EOR [18]. Based on the
evolving significance of the molecular biomarker signa-
ture of LGG, the prognostic impact of the EOR and the
molecular genotype has not been resolved. Additionally,
the optimal RT dose based on the molecular classification
of LGG merits consideration [19].

Neurocognitive Function

LGG most often occurs in young otherwise healthy adults.
Late treatment-related toxicity and their impact on QoL must
consequently be considered when deciding treatment.
Neurocognitive function (NCF) at diagnosis has not been
widely explored. Subtle deficits may be observed with pre-
treatment neuropsychological testing, although patients may
still work and have an active social life [5]. At diagnosis,
cognitive deficits are usually attributed to the tumor, tumor-
related seizures, or use of antiepileptic drugs. Other factors,
such as cognitive reserve and genetic susceptibility, likely
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influence cognition but have been rarely determined a priori
[19, 72]. After treatment, the impact on NCF of tumor pro-
gression and toxicity of treatment has not been clearly defined.
Worsening, most often transient, NCF can be observed espe-
cially after extensive resection [73, 74]. The RTOG 0925 trial
is evaluating the natural history of NCF, QoL, and seizure
control in patients with supratentorial low-risk LGG following
surgery only will provide needed information on the cognitive
impact of the tumor itself. A cohort of 160 LGG was studied
to determine the cognitive impact of RT. Cognitive decline
and leukoencephalopathy were significantly higher in the
group with post-operative RT [75]. Neuropsychological eval-
uations were performed in a cohort of 65 long-term LGG
survivors with stable disease after a mean of 12 years. Cogni-
tive impairment was observed in 53 % of the patients treated
with RT versus 27 % in the group of patients without RT. The
deficits were more pronounced in attention, executive func-
tioning, and processing speed [20]. These data support an
approach in which a delay in the administration of RT as long
as safely possible likely improves long-term neurocognitive
outcome. Modern highly conformal RT such as proton-based
RT may have less toxicity with respect to NCF however this
hypothesis remains to be proven. A negative cognitive effect
of chemotherapy only has been reported, particularly in breast
cancer. So-called chemobrain usually impacts concentration
and short-term memory, executive functioning, verbal ability,
and visuospatial ability [76].Whether a similar situation exists
in gliomas, tumors that reside in and impact brain is more
difficult to determine but likely contributes in part to
neurocognitive injury [77].

In a neurocognitive evaluation, conducted in 352 pa-
tients enrolled in the RTOG 9802 trial, consisting of a
MMSE at baseline and at 1, 2, 3, and 5 years, only a few
patients experienced a significant decline in MMSE score.
No significant difference was observed in the proportion of
patients with MMSE score decline between arms and both
arms experienced a significant similar gain over time [72].
The MMSE is however a relatively insensitive tool, and
thus subtle changes in NCF after RT or RT+PCV cannot
be excluded.

Conclusion

The prognosis of LGG differs between high-risk and
low-risk patients notwithstanding varying definitions of
what constitutes a high-risk patient. Concerns regarding
therapy-associated cognitive impairment that impacts
QoL and has in part limited the acceptance both by pa-
tients and providers of RT as initial treatment of LGG.
Chemotherapy alone as a treatment of LGG may result in
less toxicity however this has only once been prospec-
tively evaluated in patients with high-risk LGG (EORTC

22033). EORTC 22033–26033 concluded that TMZ for
progressing LGG not previously treated aside from initial
surgery was not superior to RT in terms of PFS and with
the caveat that OS results remain immature. Nonetheless
and without a supportive RCT, there remain advocates of
early chemotherapy with deferred RT as an option for
patients with low-risk LGG either at diagnosis or at first
progression.

The current standard of care for low-risk LGG is maximal
safe resection followed by observation only based upon
EORTC 22844 and 22845 and the NCCTG/RTOG/ECOG
trials (Fig. 1). The RTOG 9802 trial defined RT+PCVas the
new standard of care in high-risk LGG.

A challenge remains to define when an aggressive treat-
ment improves OS without impacting QoL or NCF and when
an effective treatment can be delayed in order to preserve QoL
without impacting survival. Thus, improved definition of
high-risk and low-risk LGG is of particular importance so as
to define initial therapy.

Current WHO histopathological classification is poorly
predictive of outcome in patients with LGG. The integra-
tion of molecular biomarkers into the histological classifi-
cation will lead to an improved classification schema that
more accurately reflects underlying tumor biology, progno-
sis, and hopefully best therapy. However, how molecular
biomarker data impacts current therapies remains to be
defined.

Yet to be explored are potential molecular targets in
LGG including the BRAF serine/threonine kinase gene,
the phosphatidyl inositol-3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT/mammali-
an target of rapamycin (mTOR) network, as well as IDH1
[42, 78]. Novel targeted therapies for LGG are an unmet
need in neuro-oncology that hopefully will become increas-
ingly relevant as the molecular definition of these tumors
improves.

Standard treatment of newly diagnosed Grade 2 
glioma according to the results of phase III 

randomized trials

Low-risk High-risk

Maximum safe resection
followed by observation

Maximum safe resection
followed by RT + PCV

Low-risk:
age 18 to 39 years, gross total resection

High-risk: 
age equal or superior to 40, subtotal resection or biopsy irrespective of age

Therapy increasingly incorporates the molecular profile of the LGG.

Fig. 1 Standard treatment of newly diagnosed grade 2 glioma according
to the results of phase III randomized trials
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